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DISCLAIMER 2019

The contents of this presentation are for informational purposes only. Halliburton** 
makes no representation or warranty about the accuracy or suitability of the 
information provided in this presentation and any related materials. Nothing in this 
presentation constitutes professional advice or consulting services. No contractual 
relationship with Halliburton is established by attending or viewing this 
presentation. No rights to intellectual property of Halliburton are granted through this 
presentation. The opinions expressed in this presentation are those of the author 
and do not necessarily represent the views of Halliburton. **Halliburton means 
Halliburton Energy Services, Inc., Landmark Graphics Corporation, and their 
affiliates.
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*Thousand Barrels per Day

Colombia’s NOC

 NYSE:EC
 Production: 720*
 Refining: 380*
 EBITDA > 50% Q2 2018
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INTRODUCTION
 Llanos Basin?

RESERVES

 1,2* (63%)
*Thousand Million Barrels 
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INTRODUCTION
 The area of study is localized in Eastern Llanos Basin of Colombia. The main oil

accumulation (Heavy Oil) which has been deposited in a succession of fluvial and
transitional environments units.

ZONA A

ZONA B ZONA B

ZONA A
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CHALLENGE
 Determining the water saturation model that best represents clean sandstone and sand-

shale interbed intervals with low salinity formation water in the area of study using
conventional log methods and special core analysis.
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OBJECTIVES

 Petrophysical deterministic model for the estimation of clay volume, porosity and water
saturation (Archie and Indonesia methods).

 Permeability Model from multivariable regressions (GR and PHIE logs).

 Creating a water saturation height model from Special Core Analysis (SCAL) by hydraulic
flow units in sand-clay interbed prospective intervals.

 OOIP estimation.
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KEY CONCEPTS
 Rock Type: Units in the reservoir that have been classified according to their

petrophysical properties, especially properties that describe the fluid behavior
within the rock, such as capillary pressure.
 Free Water Level: Where bouyancy pressure is zero, it defines the downdip

limits of an accumulation.
 Pore Throat Radius: In an intergranular rock, the small pore space at the point

where two grains meet, which connects two larger pore volumes. The number,
size and distribution of the pore throats control many of the resistivity, flow and
capillary-pressure characteristics of the rock.
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METHODOLOGY

1. Data Loading
• Logs, RCA, SCAL, production

2. Deterministic Formation Evaluation
• Clay volumen, porosity, water saturation and permeability

3. Rock Types
• Rock Quality index (RQI), Flow zone indicator (FZI), Lorenz Plot

4. Core Analysis
• Capillary pressure setup, Cap. Pressure functions and saturation Vs height curves
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1. DATA LOADING

 LAS and .DLIS files

 SCAL ascii

 MICP ascii

 RCA ascii

 Core .jpg files

 Production data 
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2. FORMATION EVALUATION
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GR log was used to estimate
clay volume. The analysis was
validated with XRD core data.

Po
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Density porosity method
showed a good match with
porosity core data (matrix
density=2.65 g/cc).
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A multivariable regression was
created to model the
permeability (PHI and GR logs
as independent variables).
presented a good fit with

permeability core data.
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2. FORMATION EVALUATION
Water Saturation
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⋅
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 Archie equation

 Indonesian Equation 

 Two equations were used to estimate water
saturation from resistivity log

SW_Indonesian

SW_Archie
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3. ROCK TYPES

 DecisionSpace Petrophysics provides a module call Hydraulic
Flow Unit, with several methods to estimate pore throat radius
(PTR). RQI/FZI was selected for this particular analysis. The
workflow consisted in dividing FZI in different family groups
through a Lorenz plot and an interactive histogram.
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4. CORE ANALYSIS 

Set-up and 
Corrections

Capillary Pressure
Functions

Saturation Vs 
Height Curves

 Stress correction (PHI_RES/PHI_LAB)
 Clay bound water correction – (Qv, salinity)
 Convert to Reservoir (contact angle, interfacial tension) 
 Closure correction

 Finding a curve fitting function
or a set of curve fitting functions
by HFU which can be used to
represent the corrected capillary
pressure (Pc) dataset.

 Apply the water saturation
functions to multiple wells and
multiple reservoir zones. The
module can also be used to
calculate an unknown Free Water
Level (FWL) in a well, using a
function to predict the Most Likely
value.
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RESULTS
 The hydraulic flow unit model obtained from core data was applied to all wells, in this time

using PHI and K logs and honoring the FZI cutoffs analyzed. This allowed the generation of
a HFU log.

 In the K Vs PHI plot, HFU are shown in colors for all wells of interest.

 Log Data
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RESULTS

RT1
LEVERETT J 
FUNCTION 1

RT2
LEVERETT J 
FUNCTION 2

RT3
LEVERETT J 
FUNCTION 3

RT4
LEVERETT J 
FUNCTION 4

RT5
LEVERETT J 
FUNCTION 5

RT6
LEVERETT J 
FUNCTION 6

 Mercury injection capillary pressure samples were taken into account
considering unimodal behavior in their trend

 Rock types classified with capillary pressures were associated with
HFU got from FZI, subsequently, the water saturation height model by
rock type was built, reducing uncertainty in the water saturation model
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RESULTS
 Once the water saturation height equations by rock type were obtained, they were propagated to

all wells, obtaining a water saturation curve from capillary pressures (SW_CP).

The form of the equation was Sw = F (CP, k, PHI)

Searching of SW_log = SW_CP =1
Free water level 

SW_CP

Optimistic water 
saturation in 

Heterogeneous 
intervals from 
SW_PC than 

SW_log

SW_LOG
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RESULTS
 UI

WELL A WELL B WELL C WELL D

SW_CP

SW_LOG
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CONCLUSIONS
 With a capillary model by rock type, it was possible to overcome difficulties in the

interpretation of high water saturations due to heterogeneity effects, low thicknesses or
resistivity contrasts that can attenuate the resistivity tool measurements. In the same
way, the uncertainties of Archie parameters such as “m and n” that also presented
some valences in laboratory measurement, due to the low degree of consolidation of the
rock and the value of “RW” that showed a range of variation in the wells.

 When comparing the results of the capillary pressure model with the log model, it was
observed that the two models had a good fit for areas with thicker and homogeneous
sandstones, this gave reliability to the information of constants used in both models.
However, in areas of greater heterogeneity the difference was considerable.

 The application of the capillary model allowed to generate adjustments in the oil
volumetric calculation of the field.
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CONCLUSIONS
 For the area of study, the oil-water contact was clearly differentiated by the variation of

the resistivity response, although the aquifer is freshwater, the salinity of this water has
enough Chlorides to generate a contrast between the hydrocarbon and water areas.
However, there may be a certain subjectivity in the location of this contact, since in
many cases the contrast of resistivity is given more by lithological change, than by an
effect on fluid change.

 Permeability and porosity estimation had a good fit with core laboratory data.

 Free water level was corroborated with Pressure Test of the initial wells.
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Thank You
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Your feedback is very important to us.
Please open the LIFE2019 app to answer a 
few short questions on this presentation.
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